Text -out- loud challenge
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Subject area  ANY

target age group  7-adult

abstract  Students are assigned roles for their participation in instances where English texts are read outloud in class. This helps students pay attention to the materials. One student is the reader, another is the questioner, another the answerer, another the summerizer.

materials  English texts

procedure
Students are assigned roles during the reading by their proximity to the reader. the roles are- reader, question maker, question answered, and summarizer. For instance, student one reads the text, student two must summarize it afterwards briefly to the class, and student three must come up with a question about the text to ask student four. For the next paragraph, everything shifts over one student. to include additional students, there can be more question formulators and answers.

questions to consider  Which parts of the text did the students tend to focus their summaries and questions on? (this is a good indication of what may intrest them)
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